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In order to have the ability to hedge a commodity, there must be a strong correlation 

between the cash and futures market. Due to the perishable quality of meats, hedging 

requires a different strategy than with storables such as grains. Futures are primarily 

used as a price risk management tool. They should not be used as a means of delivery 

or acceptance of delivery. 
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Basis risk is less than cash/futures risk. Basis tends to follow historical trends and can 

be easily followed.



Basis gives a good frame of reference for evaluating current prices. Basis tends to 
strengthen after harvest and during times of weather concern. Basis tends to weaken 
around harvest with influx of supply. Basis overall tends to be consistent even as 
prices fluctuate. Basis is influenced by transportation costs, local supply and demand, 
interest/storage costs, and handling costs (profit margin for elevators)
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Hedging relies on cash and futures prices moving up and down together. The 

movement will not be perfect, basis will change, but the synchronization is close 

enough to reduce the risk of loss in the cash market by taking an opposite position in 

the futures market.
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Short hedge – initial short futures position

Long hedge – initial long futures position
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** Need to change the Dec Cash price to $2.95. and basis to -5

Although the hedge caused the rancher to lose money in the futures market, the 

rancher was able to capture the lower price in the cash market to offset the loss.
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Hedging perishables, such as cattle and hogs, creates a unique market due to the 

inability to store the product and wait for better prices.

The current basis is the more common of the two and can provide a history of what 

the basis is expected to be at any given time of the year in the local cash market.
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Feeder cattle are weaned calves and cows at a feedlot being finished out to weigh 

around 1000lbs. (Prior to slaughter ready)

Live cattle are cows that are at a feedlot ready to be sent to a meat packer for 

slaughter.

A cattle rancher with an expectancy of at least 100 new calves in the spring would 

hedge by selling 2 feeder cattle futures contracts.

In February a feedlot knows they will buy 500 calves in September; for their operation 

to hedge the operation would buy 10 October feeder cattle contracts.

A restaurant chain knows they will use 500,000 lbs of beef during the month of 

February; to hedge the restaurant chain would buy 10 March live cattle contracts.



Severe drought and other perils in the past decade have caused the cattle cycle to 
become less predictable causing hardship for cattle ranchers planning for the future. 
Seasonal price patterns are important to note when developing a marketing plan.
During the increasing phase of the cattle price cycle
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